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All one-loop divergences of the quantized Einstein-Maxwell system are calculated, using
dimensional regularization and the background-field method. The resulting counterterms,
including photon and graviton ghost contributions, are quadratic in curvatures when evaluated
on the mass sheO, and cannot be renormalized away by rescaling. Brans-Dicke theory is also
nonrenormalizable; source-free Einstein theory with cosmological term is (formally) re-
normalizable, as are %'eyl models.

r, rNTROOUCnow

Quantization of general re1ativity has been the
subject of much investigation. %bile canonical
analysis of the gravitational field has established
its dynamical modes and Hamiltonian, as well as
the constraints and gauge components, this method
has had limited success to date in calculating 8-
matrix elements, owing to problems of ordering
of noncommuting operators and the practical. dis-
advantages of calculating with noncovariant
Feynman rules.

Work by Feynmanj' De%itty' and others on ex-
plicitly (Lorentz) covariant quantization has led to
understanding of the classical and essentially quan-
tum effects as corresponding to tree and closed-
loop diagrams, using for example, the background-
field method' to separate (virtual) loop lines from
the remaining external (virtual or real) particle
lines. Further clarification of the accompanying
ghost mechanism for restoring unitarity in closed-
loop diagrams of non-Abelian gauge theories came
with the work of Faddeev and Popov' on covariant
quantization. Equivalence of canonical and co-
variant quantization has also been demonstrated
for vector gauge theories. '

The tree diagrams contain the classical aspects
of the theory, and the field generated by the sum
of all tree graphs satisfies the (classical) Einstein
equations. However, an assessment of closed-loop
effects in general relativity, especially the type
of divergences which they generate, has been lack-
ing until recently. Thus, one may find in the lit-
erature opinions that general relativity will act
as a universal cutoff for all divergences (includ-
ing its own), as well as the opposite view that it
is violently nonrenormalizable owing to the dimen-
sionality of the gravitational coupling constant. '
It may be that both viewpoints are correct and that
general relativity is highly divergent in perturba-
tion expansion, but will resolve all cutoff problems
when treated with appropriate future nonperturba-

tive methods. Or, it may be necessary to modify
the theory through nonminimal interactions. In
any case, it is essential first to understand the
nature of the divergences of conventional theory.

Quite recently, the divergence question received
its first complete treatment, at the one-loop level,
in the work of 't Hooft and Veltman. ' Using dimen-
sional regularization, ' they derived a general
algorithm for obtaining the divergent contributions,
for rather general systems, arising from one
closed loop with arbitrary numbers of attached
external lines. These contributions were expressed
in terms of a gauge-independent counter-I agran-
gian depending on the background fields (external
lines). One-loop renormalizability could then
be determined by evaluating the counterterms on
the mass shell (i.e., by inserting the background
field's classical field equations). The S matrix
is renormalizable if these counterterms then van-
ish or if they are proportional to terms in the
original Lagrangian (the usual renormalization
through rescaling). The third possibility is that
the counterterms are of a new form (as for ex-
ample in P' theory); if, to all loop orders, only
a finite number of such terms are found, the the-
ory is still renormalizable. Reference 5 specif-
ically treated the source-free Einstein field and
coupled Einstein plus scalar fields. The free field
turned out to be one-loop finite, but this is due to
a peculiar identity in four-dimensional Biemann
geometry which reduces an a priori unrenormal-
izable term to a combination which vanishes on the
mass shell [Eq. (4.'l)j. In the presence of a scalar
field, however, renormalizability was lost.

Since elementary scalar fields may not exist,
however, it is important to discover whether
coupling to more physical systems such as photons
and fermions also exhibits the same difficulties.
%'e report here the results for the coupled Max-
well-Einstein system: It is nonrenormalizable.
So is Brans-Dicke theory, even in the absence of
matter. For completeness, we have also con-
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sidered the source-free Einstein theory with cos-
mological term; although not very physical as a
quantum system, it is formally renormalizable.
This also seems to be the case for source-free
models of the%eyl type. In the accompanying paper,
we will deal with fermions, which require separate
treatment because vie~bein fields, rather than
just the metric, must be used there.

II. BACKGROUND FIELDS AND GAUGE

PROPERTIES

In this section, we set the stage for quantization
of the Einstein-Maxwell system. For one-loop
purposes, we need only consider vertices with

two internal field lines, but arbitrarily many ex-
ternal ones. The background-field method is an

appropriate tool; the action is expanded to second
order in the quantum fields about an arbitrary
classical background field, which represents all
possible tree graphs attached to the loop. Since
only the quantized fields are treated dynamically,
it is useful to recast the gauge invariances of the
total fields in terms of those of the quantum fields
alone. These gauge invariances will be duly broken,
as usual, by a choice of quantum gauge, which in
the covariant quantization approach entails uni-
tarity-restoring ghost-loop diagrams. The final
dependence on the background fields will of course
be gauge-invariant, since no gauge choices are
made for them, and manifest covariance is kept
throughout.

%'e start with the usual Maxwell-Einstein La-
grangian,

2 =- S(g, E)

= —(-g)' '[« '
(le) '+E F g""g" ] (2 1}

where lt(g) =g SR &(g) =g lt~„» is the scalar
curvature, with sign convention given by 8"„8„-
+98I "„, E„,=-B„X,-8„X„,and z is related to
Newton's constant by x' =16m@,. the metric sig-
nature is +2 and I= c = 1, so that ~ has the dimen-
sions of a length.

The fields g„„and A are now written as sums
of background fields (g, A) and quantum fields
(h, a) according to'

g"' =g"' —Kh"'+ ]c'h" h~+ ~ ~ ~,

(-Z)"=(-g)"[I+l «h
(2.2b)

»»)4; », » 'A»)=» lZ(»A*)+ '
, )l,

+ Z +~ Z+ ~ ~ ~ .

(2.3)

Note that expansion in quantum fields is also one
in powers of ~. The rc part is the classical action,
Z, is linear in the quantum fields, and Z, is the
quadratic term of interest. Since the coefficients
of (h, a) in 2, are just the variational derivatives
of 2 with respect to the classical fields, they will
vanish when (g, A) satisfy the Maxwell-Einstein
equations

Gq„=Aq, —2 g~vA,
a

~]lv +Il 0( +v 4 gjlv +
(2.4}

Thus the background fields represent all possible
tree graphs. %e note for later use some algebraic
consequences of the field equations,

--.'«'(h""h„, --,'h')+ ].
All tensor operations, such as moving indices and
covariant differentiation (D ), are performed with
respect to the background metric g„„(e.g. , h -=h"„
=g"8h„s). We have included a coefficient « in
our definition of h„„; this is required so that h„„
have dimensions of a Bose field, and the unit
numerical coefficient ensures correct canonical
form of Eq. (2.1) for h„„as a spin-2 field in the
background space. It is also convenient, for future
purposes, to define the background vector poten-
tials A„ to be dimensionless by including a ~
factor there. It is already apparent from (2.2b)
that the coefficients of h sh„„will be highly non-
linear in the background metric, corresponding
to arbitrarily many external gravitons emerging
from each vertex in the loop diagrams. The ex-
pansion of the action (2.1) in quantum fields is
given by

gj v=gl v+&~~v~ &a=& '&~+an ~
(2.2a)

and of course all functions of g„„such as its in-
verse g"", have their expansion defined by that
of g~v'.

4Z Z '=r T'
= tr(Z') ——,

' (tr Z')',
r'=-2za9 u8

The quadratic part Z, has the form

(2 5)

l chal, = dx —g ' ' —g D„h„~ I'" D "hp +p h„—p D„h ' ——,
' D, a„'+~ D„a„D"a"

+-, h s(X, +X,)» ' h~, +h (, Q"8~'D~a, ], (2.6)
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p((a8)(p &)& —' -ap - 8 (2.7a)

X((a8){pa)) ~a8p o~ apg80 ++a8gp & +ap8&

(2.7b)

where h„=D"h„„. %'e have divided the action into
diagonal kinetic parts of the form pc) P, remain-
ing kinetic terms (gauge parts) soon to be removed
by appropriate gauge-breaking terms, a mixing
terms bilinear in h and f, and a nonderivative term
in hh (there are clearly no hDh terms by dimen-
sions). A11 bilinear terms in h, except for X„
come from expansion of the scalar curvature,
while X, and the remaining terms come from the
Maxwell part. Note that we have chosen to write
f„„=spa„—S„ap in its equivalent covariant version
D„a, -D~„. Ne now specify the remaining sym-
bols which are computed straightforwardly from
the expansion (cf. Ref. 5 for the purely gravita-
tional parts):

h„'„(x}=h„„(x)+(g„+«hp „)q

+(gap+&h~)rl „+)l"(gp, +«hp„) a,
a„'(x) =ap(x)+(A„+«a„) q

+q (Ap+«ap) „+B„A,
where x"-x' =vq and the subscript comma de-
notes ordinary differentiation. %'e emphasize
that this is merely a rewriting of (2.8), but with
the background fields left untransformed; their
invariances will be manifest at the end. The trans-
port terms, proportional to nondifferentiated q,
combine with the ordinary derivatives in the usual
way to yield covariant derivatives D with re-
spect to g„„, and we have

h„',(x) =h„„(x)+(g„D„+g,D„))}"

+«L(hp„D, +h, „D„)q" +q"D„h""j, (2.10a)

while

~&(a8)(po)) -p 8p ' E —'E pE8
2

—g 2 2
pF8. , & 8Ep. (2.7c)

a„'(x) =a„(x)+(A.D„q"+q D„A„)+D„A

+«(a„Dpq +g"D a„„) . (2.10b}

@(a8)I: p ~] 2&ap E8~ -2g (2.7d)

The propagators of the h and a fields are, in

principle, obtained by inverting the coefficients
of the kinetic terms in (2.6). However, the gauge
invariances of the action preclude inversion until
a gauge choice is made. The original action 2
was invariant under the finite coordinate and elec-
tromagnetic (em) gauges

(2.8)

with

Let us recast the infinitesimal equivalents of (2.8)
as gauge transformations on the quan. um fields
alone,

with the definition E,""=E,""=E"„E', E2„=-E'.
Parentheses (square brackets) around index pairs
denote symmetrization (antisymmetrization),
while parentheses around four indices means sym-
metr ization also under pair interchange. These
symmetries in (2.7) are automatically enforced
by the symmetries of the quantum fields multiply-
ing these quantities. Ne write out one specific
example;

PaSp a i
(g apg Sa +gaag Sp gaSg po) (2 7e)

The g transformation contains both homogeneous
and inhomogeneous terms. The latter involve A„
rather than the field E„„;while this is actually
harmless, we may restore manifest electromag-
netic gauge invariance of the external field by tak-
ing advantage of the freedom of A transformations'
to go to a new basis

A= —q A +g', (2.11)

in which a„ transforms as

a„'=a„+g"E „+Dpi'' +«(a Dpg +q D„a„) (2.10b').

%e shall return to this when deriving the ghost
Lagrangians. The infinitesimal transformations
(2.10) leave the comPlete action 2 invariant. When-
ever there is a gauge invariance, one must, in the
convariant quantization scheme, supply an appro-
priate gauge-breaking term to avoid counting dif-
ferent gauge forms of the same state separately.
If one also wants to be able to define propagators
for the gauge fields, then these gauge-breaking
terms must cancel those "bad" second-derivative
parts of the original action which we have called
"gauge parts. " In our case, this could be accom-
plished by adding any term whose leading deriva-
tive behavior is ——,

'
(8 "h„—B„h) (9 h, s —B,h) g"'.

The simplest and most useful, because it keeps
manifest covariance in the background metric, is
the combination —s (h„—D„h)' in terms of covar-
iant derivatives, which cancels the gauge parts
of (2.6). The unitarity-restoring ghost terms
which must be added to Z are then obtained from
the particular choice of gauge-breaking terms. ~
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III. QUANTIZATION, GAUGES, AND GHOSTS

W'e perform covariant quantization in combined
deoonder (harmonic) and Lorentz gauges, which
me impose by adding gauge-breaking terms to 2, .
It will then be possible to define propagators for
the photons and gravitons; in turn, gauge break-
ing will induce five Faddeev-Popov ghosts: a
gravitational vector and an electromagnetic scalar.
The quantum Lagrangian will then be the sum of
a nonghost (3.3) and a ghost (3.12) part.

(D„D/, —D8 D„) V" =8"y„g V~,

(D~D8 —D~Dq) V"= —Aqs V"
(3.2)

gives for the nonghost Lagrangian (2.6) plus (3.1)

As suggested by (2.6), appropriate gauge-break-
ing terms are

ZE, = ——,
' (-g)'/'(h„- D„h}',

(3 1)
&Ms= —k(- g}"(D,&")'

Use of the Hicci identity

&, +&K~+&„~=(-g)' '[--,'(D„h)P(D'h) --,'(D~o„)'+-,'a ft"~a8+ ,'h(X-, +X )h +h„8Q"8~'D~o, j, (3.3)

omitting obvious indices. To simplify the prop-
agators, we diagonalize the two kinetic terms by
the following procedure. ' First introduce complex
fields by adding identical actions in terms of fields
h» h„a» a2 and call

h—= (h, +fh, ) 2 '/', a=(a, +ia,)2 '/' . (3.4)

With these rearrangements and insertions, the
nonghost Lagrangian has now been put into the
desired "scalar" form in terms of 10+4 indepen-
dent complex fields p; =(h, a),

One may verify the identity

g h, QDa; =h. *QDa —a~QDh —o*(DQ)h . (3.5}

=(-g)' '(y*D D" y +2y*Z'"s y

+ y *,. M' y/), (3.9}

Now we may absorb the explicit factors of P into
h„*, and gp, into a* by setting h„*&P"SP'-hz~, and

o,*g -aim; this is just a standard field redefini-
tion which will not alter physical results. A more
complicated problem is that the covariant deriva-
tives in, say, h„*aD„D'h 8 act also on the tensor
indices of h and thus connect different components.
This is not the case, however, for the leading
second-derivative parts of D', and we may there-
fore define a new derivative D which does not act
on explicit field indices (D„h s =e, h„z) at the cost
of introducing lower-derivative terms. We quote
the result in terms of the "d'Alembertian" D&D"
~g""(s„s„-I"„s,):

hae, Dv D'has = h6 &v D'ha8+2has&as" &ph p a

where the N" and M are matrices in the (h, a)
space:

(
nr„, -I

qp ajf)
yZ

(P 1 Qfl)b

(P '(X~+X,)+X 0

QOoV& ~& / )

(3.10}

There remains the ghost contribution, which is to
be obtained in the usual way from the gauge-break-
ing terms (3.1). One subjects the square roots
of the latter,

C, =(-g)'/' e,"(h„——,
' D„/z),

(3.11}
C ( g) I/O D oil

with

+hns+n8hpo y

+~ara~s y

8

(3 6)

(3.7)

to the gauge transformations (2.10). Here e," is
a vie&bein field which represents a square root of
the metric (e,"e,"q"=g"") with respect to the
local Minkowski frame g„. The ghost Lagrangian
is then defined as

m~'~'=-2g" I ~ 6 g~'=(D m" +Pl %")"
(~8) 7' c( ay aa ns

=-g"'I", , r =(D~nu+n nu)e

and D„ in (3.8) acts only on the index p:

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

where the P' are the ghost fields. Since Z~ is
already bilinear in the quantum operators p*p,
we may drop any dependence on (h, a) in C, . Thus,
only the inhomogeneous terms of (2.10) contrib-
ute:
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&e =(-g)"'(0*",x')

(e„,D„D" It„, 0

D,D "/ l x 1

IV. THE COUNTER-LAGRANGIAN

Having written the action in the scalar form (3.9),
we may immediately write down the counter-La-
grangian nZ(g, E) which eliminates all the one-
loop divergences in the dimensional-regularization
framework. It is given by the algorithm of Ref. 5,
in terms of the dimensional-regularization cutoff
(I/E), as

aZ = —(-g)'~'ftr( —,', yu, 7u" + X'

+,—', (It„„flu"— It' )]}, (4.1)

where Yu„and X are determined from (3.10), (3.13)
according to

v =~pAv —~v&p+Ãp&v —&vgV

X=M- DqN" - N~N" -6—'g .
(4.2)

Here the D's act only on the single index shown,
as in (3.8c). The trace is to be taken over the
10 (hu„)+4 (au)+4 (p~)+1 (@) independent com-
ponents, but the nonghost part must be divided by

We again absorb factors such as (-g)'~'e~e in
the p*, and go to D, to diagonalize Z~ in the de-
sired form (3.9), with

-As+7~ 0

0)
(3.13)

Note that the scalar ghost is now equivalent to a
normal scalar field (with negative residue) and the
vector ghost is almost of the form of a (negative
probability) Maxwell field, except that in M, -It8
occurs instead of +Ra8.

%e note the unexpected contribution of the photon
ghost, whose absence in flat-space electrodynam-
ics is usually ascribed to the Abelian nature of
the em gauges (but that feature holds here as well).
The contribution is due to the fact that the gauge
breaking term C, of (3.11) depends on the external
metric through D„. %e could of course have stuck
to ordinary derivatives on all a„, in which case
C, would look like g""~„a,and there would still be
a (different) contribution from it. Note also that
there is no vector-scalar ghost mixing because
(3.12) contains a p*pe term, but no conjugate to
it.

(D~E8~)(D"E ~) =2It~s E,"8 +8„~yg F" F"

+2(De FB&) (D"F„„), (4.3)

(D„E8„)(D~F"~)=It eE,"e+It s„gE ~F8'

+(D E'~)(D"E )

1(D F )2 (4 4)

Thus we are left with (D F"~)' and terms bi-
linear in the curvature and EF. There cannot be
candidates involving a single e ~ symbol by parity
(actually, terms like Reft are total divergences
anyway"), while two e's can always be expressed
in terms of g„„'s. Also the cyclic identity B„~,az~
=0 enables us to rewrite, e.g. ,

A 8"@van jf vag (4.5a)

(4.5b)

Thus, the most general hS has the a priori form

two in order to undo the doubling into complex
fields, while the ghost part must, as usual, ac-
quire an extra minus sign.

Before giving explicit results, which involve
rather lengthy calculations, one can say a good
deal about the type of counterterms to be expected,
making use of dimensionality and the gauge covar-
iance in the background fields. Although the gen-
eral ring graph has an arbitrary number of ex-
ternal lines, and therefore may have arbitrary
powers of 8„„8or F„„the divergent part in
which the loop shrinks to a point does not. This
is the case even though ring graphs with arbitrary
numbers of external gravitons have the same
degree of divergence, and is due to the fact that
dimensional regularization employs a dimension-
less (logarithmic) cutoff (I/e). Thus (with our
units) nZ, which has dimensions I. , can only
involve a small number of building blocks involving
the covariant quantities It "„„8(-I. '), E„,E,B

(-I. ') (since there must be an even number of
external photon lines), and of course the metric
itself. The dimensional coupling constant K has
disappeared from Z, and so cannot enter the 4Z.
Covariant derivatives D may also appear, but
(since all other building blocks have an even num-
ber of indices) only in the bilinear combination
D Dz. Thus, only expressions bilinear in products
of 8", z, E„„E&, and D DB are permitted. " Since
we are not interested in total divergences, DD can
only occur in the form (DE) (DE), with various
index contractions. But such terms can be recast,
using the Hicci identities and the cyclic identity

F~„,. ~
=0, into nonderivative form plus the basic

combination (D„F"")'. For example,
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AZ=(l/e)(-g)' [c,R2„+c2R +c2R2„8 +c4T2„+c2(F ) +c2R2, 8F"'F" +c 2R 2„T~"

+ c,RF + c2(D„F"') ], (4.6)

where we have chosen (T"",g""F2) rather than

(F,'",g'"F2) as a basis [see Eq. (2.4)].
Note first that, since a is absent and the cutoff

is dimensionless, not only are higher-power terms
excluded, but there are also no tadpole contribu-
tions and neither (I/e) (-g)' 'R nor (I/e) (-g)' '
terms appear, in contrast to the usual momentum-
cutoff procedure. ' This absence of gravitational
constant or cosmological constant renor malisation
is independent of loop order, in contrast to terms
-x'A', etc., which might arise at the two-loop
level. Next, we note that the one-loop renormaliz-
ability of source-free Einstein theory can be de-
cided on without any calculation at all. The generic
form (4.6) degenerates bere into the first three
terms cy c2, c„. of these, the first two are re-
normalizable by the S-matrix criterion of renor-
malizability, "that b 2 vanish on shell, ' where the
background fields obey the classical field equations,
i.e., n, Z(c, , =0. Thus, renormalizability would
hinge on the unlikely cancellation of all c, contribu-
tions. However, the situation is saved by an al-
together different fact, namely, the identity valid
only in four-dimensional Riemannian geometry,
that

(-g)' '[R„„8'-4R„„'+R']=divergence . (4.7)

It was first discovered, in the context of %eyl's
1918 scale-invariant theory of gravitation, by
Bach" in 1921. This is an example of a general
identity holding in an even number of dimensions,
and obtained by saturating appropriate powers of
the curvature with e symbols. " Another relevant
relation, referred to earlier, is

R)f Il0f g & +P g
= diVergenCe (4 6)

which excludes parity-violating counterterms (it
corresponds to F„„e"" F 8-E ~ 8 =divergence in
electrodynamics). In view of (4.7) and (4.8), we
see that source-free Einstein theory is one-loop
renormalizable irrespective of the values (c„c„c,).
This is presumably no longer the case for two or
more loops, where more complicated terms such
as e'tr(R„„2') may appear.

Returning to the Maxwell-Einstein case, we may
use the field equations (2.4), (2.5), and (4.7) to
reduce (4.6) to the form

«=(»~) (-g)"[~,R„.'+c,(F')'

+ c2R„„~8E""F 8] . (4.9}

Explicit calculation shows that c, = c, = 0, but (un-
fortunately) a, 220, as we now demonstrate. The
nonghost matrices of Eq. (4.1) have the form

/s„y. , s, le —,
'

q q, —,
' q q

t
2X2+P 'X, +~2QqQ" —~2R

X=
le qP

6222 —SV222- 2 02@v+2 Qu Q2/

R"+', q„q"-',R j

(4.10)

where we have used I' 'Q =2@, I' 'X, =2X~. The traces of the diagonal and off-diagonal parts in Y' are
given by"

[(s,&„—~„%„)—~(q" q' —q" q')] = —24R„„2+6R —RF +3F4 —a(F2)2,

[(S„~-S.n2) -2(Q" 0'-0 q")]2=-4R„„'+R'-2R„,F + —", F'--P(F')',
—2(s, Q" —s.0")' = —;(D.F»)'+(D"F„,}2,

Similarly, the X' terms are given by

[(2X 1R) +P-1X + 1 ql1 ql1] 2 6R 2 +2aR 2 ~ 1 F4 1 (F2)2

(R"-,'R+ ,'q" q")'=R '-~R'-+R -F"'+&F'+-'(F')'
(s„Q")'=4 (D FB))'+2 (D"F.2)',

and the resulting nonghost counterterm is

« —(I/e)( g)1/2[Jg R 2+~R2 ~1R Tl!1'+22 T 2+1(D Fn8)2]

(4.11a)

(4.11b)

(4.11c)

(4.12a)

(4.12b)

(4.12c}

(4.13)
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Similarly, the ghost matrices are

Y„,' = —48„„'+8',
X'=Aviv +(3+ms

leading to the ghost contribution

(4.14)

V. DIVERGENCES OF OTHER GRAVITATIONAL

MODELS

It has been part of the folklore for many years
that, as first suggested by Heisenberg, theories
with dimensional coupling constants are nonre-
normalizable because they have more singular
high-energy behavior. In general relativity, the
symptom is that the stress tensor to which the
metric couples behaves as p or P' (for fermions
or bosons), so that attaching higher numbers of
external gravitons to a loop does not lower its
degree of divergence, while higher loops behave
more and more singularly. Even with dimensional

The total counter-Lagrangian is the sum of (4.13)
and (4.15), namely,

«, , = (I/e) (-g}'~' [~A ' -~R'+-'A„„T""

24 TILE 8( FCt8) ] '

(4.16a}

Its dependence on the Maxwell field is only through
the combination T„„. Upon inserting the field equa-
tions, there remains

~Z„, =(I/e)(~) (-g)' 'A A"". (4.16b)

This is not renormalizable, since we have already
used the field equations as far as possible. "

%'e have no rigorous explanation of the fact that
hZ depends on E„„only through the Maxwell stress
tensor T„„. It may be due to the identical trace-
lessness of the latter, or to the invariance of the
classical Einstein-Maxwell field equations under
constant duality rotations"' ' F„,-E„„cosa

the dual tensor. The stress ~ensor T""=F,""
++8,""is manifestly invariant, but not the Maxwell
Lagrangian, let alone F„„E&. The observed
cancellations in the counter-Lagrangian for the
Maxwell-Einstein system would thereby be ac-
counted for to the extent that the symmetry of the
classical field equations holds for the 8 matrix
as well. For massless scalars the situation is
degenerate, since B„p~„p is equivalent to T„„,
while invariance of the action under p- p+const
guarantees that only 8(t) appears. For massless
spinors, as we shall show elsewhere, there are
non-T„„counterterms, at least for minimal cou-
pling in the second-order formalism.

regularization, where everything is reduced to
logarithmic divergences, we have seen that e-
normalizability is lost. One may therefore look
for variants of Einstein theory which avoid dimen-
sional constants. The Brans-Dicke (BD) theory"
was in fact motivated in part by the desire to re-
place z ' by a field variable p, whose average
value mould provide a "Machian" basis for the
strength of gravitation as a function of the matter
content of the universe. It is therefore of interest
to investigate whether this model is indeed an
improvement over Einstein theory. "

The BD action is, in the absence of sources,

IBD- dh Z~D

dx -g ' ' P'8+4uQ „y &g "8, 5.1

where P is a scalar field of normal dimension
(J ') and ~ a dimensionless parameter character-
izing the scalar-tensor coupling (and ~ -~ leads
to ordinary Einstein theory). Now transform
(}t)'g» =g&, to absorb the P' in the curvature scalar
density. Using standard formulas for the scaling
properties of a curvature, one finds (dropping the
tilde)

x[A+2(2~+3) (Iny) „(Iny) Bg "8]. (5.2a)

The choice of a new variable g =[4(2~+3)] '~'In@
then clearly reduces (5.2a) to the standard coupled
scalar-Einstein form"

(5.2b)

This system, however, was already shown to be
nonrenormalizable by 't Hooft and Veltman' so
that free Brans-Dicke theory is even worse than

free Einstein theory. The ~ = ——, case is in gen-
eral different from Einstein theory in the presence
of matter (because the matter action becomes
P-dependent), but the coupling to Maxwell theory
remains unaltered by scaling and the negative
conclusions of Sec. IV then apply. Although the
above results are disappointing, it is conceivable
that a deeper treatment of the (t) field along the
lines of a Higgs scalar might help. The gravi-
tational constant corresponds, in Brans-Dicke
theory, to some constant value (t), of p. If this
constant is in fact dictated by equilibrium con-
siderations when matter is included, then perhaps
a quantum expansion about that point would lead
to improvement. We have not investigated this
possibility further, but mention that the usual
trick of adding terms -(-g}' '(m'p' —ap') to
obtain nonzero p, in the absence of matter would
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lead to a transformed form -(-g)' '(m'e '~- a)
in the new variable. Also, in contrast with the
vector case, one would be starting from a non-
renormalizable model here, and would hope it
improves upon shifting.

An alternative way of avoiding a dimensional
coupling constant is suggested by hZ itself. An
initial action bilinear in the curvature such as the
Weyl theory, with I fd-x(aR„„'+bR') has two
dimensionless parameters (a, b). The resulting
4Z mould reproduce this form, but not involve
A' or R terms, but dimensions. Thus renormal-
ization of (a, b) would suffice. The classical Weyl
theory suffers from great physical difficulties,
but a variant of it has been revived recently. "
From the quantum point of view, the main problem
is that the free graviton part of 8»' or 8' is
-(Clh„„)' or (Dh)', and so has propagators behaving
as P 4 with the attendant ghost problems of higher-
order derivative models. However, in view of its
apparently renormalizable one-loop behavior,
this model may repay closer investigation. As it
stands, the Vfeyl theory is best suited to massless
systems; in coupling to massive fields, one might
pick up contributions to hZ - m'8, which would be
unrenormalizable. In this connection, we may
note that an initial action involving both e 'A and
a finite polynomial in 8' would not help: for ex-
ample, if 2-K '&+8', ~S terms proportional to
»'R' are to be expected (in addition to acceptable
quadratic ones), which would spoil renormaliz-
ability. " Thus the possibility that addition to the
Einstein Lagrangian of only a finite number of
counterterms would lead to a renormalizable the-
ory appears highly unlikely because there would
have to be a cancellation between (for example)
the a'8' terms from the one- and two-loop dia-
grams.

A less drastic extension of classical general
relativity is the addition of a cosmological term to
the Einstein action -A» '(-g)' ', where X is di-
mensionless. There is now a dimensional con-
stant even without sources. This system can be
treated formally by the algorithm, but it is not
very physical, for two reasons. First there is
no weak field solution g„„-g„„;second the "mass"
term from the expansion of (-g)'~' in Eq. (2.2b)
has the form (h„, ' - 2 h'). This is well known to
imply a ghost-scalar admixture; only the Fierz-
Pauli term (h»' —h2) corresponds to a ghost-free
pure massive spin field. If one proceeds never-
theless, the only difference from the free Einstein
field is the addition of the "mass term" -X» '(5~ 5„8
+ 5„S5„„—5 z5„,) -h» 'P ' to X~ in (2.6). This in
turn leads to an additional contribution,

(5.3)

Since the field equations are now A„,=-,' Az 'g„„,
the total counterterm may be written in the equiv-
alent forms

= (1/~) ( g)» R (gag) (5.4)

which can be absorbed in either the usual type of
coupling-constant renormalization (here cosmo-
logical constant or» renormalization) or by a
wave-function renormalization g„„-g„„+(a/e)g„,.

The free-field renormalizability is, of course,
clear without calculation, since again the only in-
variants allowed are (-g)' '(» ', » 'R, R„,', R'),
all of which are harmless, However, the cosmo-
logical term does not improve matters in the
presence of sources.

V1. CONCLUSIONS

Already at the one-loop level, quantized general
relativity is nonrenormalizable when coupled to
scalars or photons. If one believes that gravitation
must be quantized like all other fundamental fields,
the nonrenormalizability of general relativity is a
dilemma. Several possibilities present themselves.
(a) Photons are not "fundamental" fields. Pre-
sumably fermions are still fundamental, and the
crucial test is then whether this system is renor-
malizable. %e will present our results on this in
the accompanying paper, but merely state now that
renormalizability is absent there, too. Also, the
form of the contributions from various sources,
scalar, vector, spinor, makes it unlikely that
cancellations will occur for some particular mix-
ture (see the Appendix). (b) Perturbative renor-
malizability is not the correct criterion for gen-
eral relativity. Little can be said about this in
our present state of knowledge, although it is cer-
tainly true that the classical self-energy of a
point particle coupled to gravitation is divergent
in a perturbation expansion in ~, but finite when
the series is summed. " (c) General relativity
must be somehow "improved" at high frequencies
through change of its basic Lagrangian or addition
of appropriate nonminimal couplings to matter.
%e have briefly discussed some possible candi-
dates in Sec. V, but this question is entirely open
at present. It will be important, in investigating
new models, to include coupling with matter, since
we have seen that the source-free field can be
misleadingly docile. Finally, there is the inter-
esting, but technically difficult, problem of higher-
loop effects. Does free Einstein theory remain
renormalizable, or do terms such as»'tr(R „8')
occur T
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APPENDIX

It is of interest to isolate from the various di-
vergent loop contributions the vacuum polarizations
involving two vertices and pure graviton or pure
matter internal lines. In the case of internal
photons and fermions, for example, we can use
scale invariance directly to determine the form
of the counterterm contributions, while for any
such loop we can also establish the signs of the
counterterms by the usual positivity arguments
for (T„„T g expectations. Consider the photon

loop, for example. It is described by the Maxwell
action with quantized photons and background
metric; this action being scale-invariant under
the local transformation g„„(x)—X(x)g„„(x), so is
its contribution to b, Z&. But it is well known that
the only curvature combination obeying scale in-
variance is the %'eyl or conformal tensor

(A1)

Consequently, hS is necessarily proportional to
the scale-invariant combination

I, =-,' dxC"„q C"„p,g "~g ~'(-g)'~' . (A2)

But (Al) together with the identity (4.7) implies

To obtain the coefficient of (1/e)1, one may either
apply the algorithm to the photon part of S, or
compute the corresponding diagram with external
gravitons at each vertex. The result is

(A5)

We list also the contributions of A' type from the
pure graviton loop, which are not scale-invariant":

dxnZs =(1/c) (—,'OI, +—,', Io),

where Io= fdx( g)-'~'It', and from the pure scalar
loop:

(A7)

dxEZ = o.I, + PI, n, P ~ 0 . (A8)

There are two features common to this list of
spin (0, —,', 1, 2) loops: The coefficient of the pure
spin-two part I, is positive, while that of the pure
scalar Io is non-negative. These results follow
from unitarity or positivity considerations, and

suggest that one should not expect renormaliz-
ability from some magic number of fields of ap-
propriate spins. [Note, however, that cross terms
like It„„T~'can, and do, in Eq. (4.16a) have op-
posite on-shell contributions from It~, ' and T„„'].
One simple way to show positivity is to note that
the vacuum polarization fl „8„„=(0 ~

T z(x) T„,(y) I 0&

with conserved T„„, is a positive sum of spin-2
and spin-0 intermediate states (conservation elim-
inates spin 1 and the other spin 0). This result
holds as long as only physical intermediate par-
ticles are present, which is the case in the co-
variant quantization scheme when ghost contribu-
tions are included when needed. Thus, II~», is
a sum of positive spectral contributions over ten-
sors and scalars, and the required fats= fy„,
x0 8 p Q p ty is easily seen to have the form"

dxn 8 & = (1/e) (~) I, . (A4)

The scale invariance of the Maxwell field is shared
by that of a massless fermion field [but not by a

Clearly, when T =0, there is no spin-0 part,
and P =0. There is no interesting case for which
a vanishes, since this would result from a T„„
having the form" (Elq„„—S„e„)t.
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